OFFICE FOR LOW EMISSION VEHICLES – Approved domestic (EVHS) and workplace (WCS) chargepoints

1. I am pleased to inform you that your application for approval for the following chargepoint has been successful:
   - CU-1PH-RW-V6H-F-V Part number SE3680H-RW000BNV4
   - CU-1PH-RW-V4H-F-V Part number SE6000H-RW000BNV4
   - CU-1PH-RW-V4H-F-V Part number SE5000H-RW000BNV4
   - CU-1PH-RW-V4H-F-V Part number SE4000H-RW000BNV4

2. We will add the chargepoint model, and your contact details, to the OLEV Approved Chargepoint List on our WCS and EVHS webpages shortly. Please note that this approval is only for the chargepoints listed above. Any party wishing to install your chargepoints and apply for EVHS and/or WCS grant funding must receive your own approval prior to applying to OLEV for authorisation independently.

3. If you decide you would like to remove a chargepoint, or your company, from the list please provide OLEV with written notice via email to chargepointapprovals@dft.gov.uk.

4. The above chargepoints meet the smart requirements set out in our Electric Vehicle Homecharge Scheme (EVHS) Guidance, available [here](#), and minimum technical specification document, available [here](#), and will therefore remain eligible for the EVHS after the introduction of smart requirements on 1st July 2019. If you have had any other chargepoints approved for the EVHS by OLEV in the past, which are still displayed on our online list, available [here](#), you must confirm their eligibility with OLEV to keep the chargepoints on the list after 1st July 2019.
5. We would like to remind you that any installed chargepoint must have a minimum operational life of 3 years and that a 3 year warranty providing parts and labour must be provided. **Please ensure that any guidance or manuals you supply to customers makes this warranty period clear.**

6. Data provision requirements are set out in full in the Workplace Charging Scheme minimum technical specification, found [here](#).

7. The Department for Transport (and OLEV as part of the Department) is subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the Environmental Information Regulations 2004. The handling of information requests received by the Department may require information held by it to be disclosed.

8. Your data will be processed in agreement with current data protection regulations. A copy of the full Privacy Policy, which includes the information we collect, how we use it, how long we store it, and under what circumstances, if any, we will share it with other parties, is available [here](#).

Yours sincerely,

Natasha Robinson and Vicky Edmonds
Joint Heads of the Office for Low Emission Vehicles